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Abstract

Automatic character generation, expected to save much time and labor, is an appeal-
ing solution for new typeface design. Inspired by the recent advancement in Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs), this paper proposes a Hierarchical Generative Adversar-
ial Network (HGAN) for typeface transformation. The proposed HGAN consists of two
sub-networks: (1) a transfer network mapping characters from one typeface to another
preserving the corresponding structural information, which includes a content encoder
and a hierarchical generator. (2) a hierarchical adversarial discriminator which distin-
guishes samples generated by the transfer network from real samples. Considering the
unique properties of characters, different from original GANs, a hierarchical structure
is proposed, which output the transferred characters in different phase of generator and
at the same time, making the True/False judgment not only based on the final extract-
ing features but also intermediate features in discriminator. Experimenting with Chinese
typeface transformation, we show that HGAN is an effective framework for font style
transfer, from standard printed typeface to personal handwriting styles.

1 Introduction
Designing a new Chinese Typeface is a very time-consuming task, requiring considerable
efforts on manual design of benchmark characters. Automated typeface synthesis, i.e. syn-
thesizing characters of a certain typeface given few manually designed samples, has been
explored, however, usually based on manually extracted features [17, 18, 19, 22, 24]. These
manual features heavily relies on preceding structural segmentation of characters, which it-
self is a non-trivial task and heavily affected by prior knowledge.

In this paper, we model typeface-transfer as an image-to-image transformation problem
and attempt to directly learn the transformation end-to-end. Typically, image-to-image trans-
formation involves a transfer network to map the source images to target images. A set of
losses are proposed in learning the transfer network. Pixel loss is defined as pixel-wise differ-
ence between the output and the corresponding ground-truth [6, 21]. The perceptual loss [7],
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Figure 1: Left: (a) target style twists strokes in source character, making they do not share
the invariant high-frequency features though they are the same character semantically. (b)
The components in blue dotted box share the same radicals but their corresponding ones (in
red dotted box) with target style are quite different. Right: CycleGAN [25] captures the
correct style but completely fail in reconstructing the topological structure between strokes,
demonstrating the supervised learning manner is necessary in this specific task.

perceptual similarity [3], style&content loss [1] and VGG loss [8] are proposed to evaluate
the differences between hidden-level features and all are based on the ideology of feature
matching [15]. More recently, with the proposal of GAN [4] and DCGAN [13], several vari-
ant of generative adversarial networks (e.g CycleGAN [25]), which introduce a discriminant
network in addition to the transfer network for adversarial learning, have been successfully
applied to image-to-image transformation including in-painting [12], de-noising [20], super-
resolution [8] and others [3, 16]. While the above methods have shown great promise for
various applications, they are not directly applicable to typeface transformation due to the
following domain specific characteristics.

• Different from style-transfer between natural images where the source image shares
high-frequency features with the target image, the transformation between two differ-
ent typefaces usually leads to distortion of strokes or radicals (e.g Fig 1 Left), meaning
change between different styles leads to change of high-level representations.

• For typeface transformation task, different characters may share the same radicals.
This is a nice peculiarity that typeface transformation methods can leverage. However,
sometimes in one certain typeface, the same radicals may appear quite differently in
different characters. Fig 1 also presents two examples where certain radicals have
different appearance in different styles. It will leads to severe over-fitting if we just
considering the global property while ignore detailed local information.

Above characteristics in this specific task leads to the complete failure of existing state-of-
the-art unsupervised image transformation method: CycleGAN [25](see Fig 1 Right). While
the existing supervised image transformation methods can not directly apply to typeface
transformation since their poor performance on recovering the more complicated and subtle
detail in Chinese characters.

To overcome the above problems, we design a Hierarchical Generative Adversarial Net-
work(HGAN) for Chinese typeface transformation, consisting of a transfer network and a
hierarchical discriminator (Fig. 2), both of which are fully convolutional neural networks.
First, in transfer network, a hierarchical generator which generates artificial images in mul-
tiple decoding layers, is proposed to help the decoder learn better representations in its hid-
den layers. Specially, the hierarchical generator attempts to maximally preserve the global
topological structure in different decoding layers simultaneously considers the local features
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decoded in hidden layers, thus enabling the transfer network to generate close to authentic
characters instead of disordered strokes. Second, we propose a hierarchical discriminator for
adversarial learning. Specifically, the discriminator introduce additional adversarial losses,
each of which employs feature representations from different hidden layers. The multi-
adversarial losses constitute a hierarchical form, enabling the discriminator to dynamically
measure the discrepancy in distribution between the generated domain and target domain,
so that the hierarchical generator is trained to generate outputs with more similar statistical
characteristics to the targets on different level of feature representation. The main contribu-
tion of our work is summarized as follows.

• We introduce a hierarchical generator in transfer network which generates multiple
sets of characters based on different layers of decoded information, capturing both the
global and local information for transfer. Correspondingly, a hierarchical discrimina-
tor which involves a cascade of adversarial losses at different layers of the network,
is proposed to provide complementary adversarial capability. We have experimen-
tally shown that the hierarchical discriminator leads to faster model convergence and
generates more realistic samples.

• The proposed hierarchical generative adversarial network (HGAN) is shown to be
successful for both Chinese handwriting imitation and character restoration through
extensive experimental studies. The impact of proposed hierarchical adversarial loss
is further investigated from different perspective including gradient propagation and
the ideology of adversarial training.

• Last, experiments shows HGAN can be generalize to style-transfer in natural images.
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Figure 2: The proposed Hierarchical Generatvie Adversarial Network (HGAN). HGAN con-
sists of an content encoder, a hierarchical generator and a Hierarchical Adversarial Dis-
criminator. The content encoder follows the Conv-BatchNorm [5]-ELU [2] architecture.
The hierarchical generator follows the Conv-BatchNorm-ReLU while two extra transformed
characters are decoded from two intermediate features. The hierarchical adversarial discrim-
inator is used to distinguish the transformed characters and the ground-truth from multi-level
features.
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2 Methods
In this section, we present the proposed Hierarchical Generative Adversarial Network (HGAN)
for typeface transformation task. HGAN consists of a transfer network and a hierarchical
discriminator. The former is further consists of an Content Encoder and a Hierarchical Gen-
erator.

2.1 FCN-Based Transfer Network
Content Encoder The Content Encoder maps a specified source characters to a content
embedding. It shares a similar architecture to that of [14] with some modification. Because
any information of relative-location is critical for Chinese character synthesis, we replace
pooling operation with strided convolution in down-sampling since pooling helps reduce
dimension and retains only robust activations in a receptive fields, however leading to the
loss of spatial information in some degree (see Fig 2).

Hierarchical Generator Considering the domain insight of our task in Section 1. A Hi-
erarchial Generator helps us model hierarchical representations of characters including the
global topological structure and local topological of complicated Chinese characters. Specif-
ically, different intermediate features of decoder are utilized to generate characters (T1, T2)
too. Together with the last generated characters (T3), all of them will be sent to the dis-
criminator(see Fig 2). We only measure the pixel-wise difference between the last generated
characters (T3) and corresponding ground-truth. The adversarial loss produced by T1 and
T2 helps to refine the transfer network. Meanwhile, the loss produced by the intermediate
layers of decoder may provide regularization for the parameters in transfer network, which
will relieves the over-fitting problem in some degree. In addition, for typeface transforma-
tion, the input character and the desired output are expected to share underlying topological
structure, but differ in appearance or style. Skip connection [14] is utilized to supplement
partial invariant skeleton information of characters with encoded features concatenated on
decoded features. Both content encoder and hierarchical generator are fully convolutional
networks [10].

2.2 Hierarchical Adversarial Discriminator
As mentioned in Section 1, adversarial loss introduced by discriminator is widely used in
existing GAN-based image transformation task while all of them estimate the distribution
consistency of two domain merely based on the final extracted features of discriminator.
It is actually uncertain whether the learned features in last layers will provide rich and ro-
bust representations for discriminator. Additionally, We know the perceptual loss which
penalizes the discrepancy between representations in different hidden space of images, is
recently used in existing image-relative works. We combine the thought of perceptual loss
and GANs, proposing a hierarchical adversarial discriminator which leverage the percep-
tual representations extracted from different intermediate layers of discriminator D and then
distinguishes real/fake distribution between generated domain Gdomain and target domain
Tdomain(See Fig 2). Each adversarial loss is defined as:

Ldi =−E f i
t∼ptarget ( ft )[logDi( f i

t )]+Es∼psource(s)[logDi( f i
s(T (s))] (1)

Lgi =−Es∼psource(s)[logDi( f i
s(T (s))] (2)
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where f i
t and f i

s(T (s)) are ith perceptual representations learned in Discriminator from tar-
get domain and generated domain respectively. Di is branch discriminator cascaded after
every intermediate layer and i = 1,2, ..4 which depends on the number of convolutional lay-
ers in our discriminator D. This variation brings a complementary adversarial training for
our model, which urges discriminator to find more detailed local discrepancy beyond the
global distribution. Assuming Ld4 and its corresponding Lg4 reach nash equilibrium, which
means the the perceptual representations f 4

t and f 4
s (T (s)) are considered sharing the similar

distribution, however other adversarial losses (Ldi , Lgi), i 6= 4 may have not reach nash equi-
librium since these losses produced by shallow losses pay more attention on regional infor-
mation during training. The still high loss promotes the model to be continuously optimized
until all perceptual representations pairs ( f 4

t , f 4
s (T (s))), i = 1,2, ..4 are indistinguishable by

discriminator. Experiments shows this strategy makes the discriminator to dynamically and
automatically discover the un-optimized space from various perspectives.

2.3 Losses
Pixel-level Loss L1- or L2-norm are often used to measure the pixel distance between paired
images. For our typeface transformation task, each pixel in character is normalized near 0 or
1 value. So cross entropy function is selected as per-pixel loss since this character generation
problem can be viewed as a logistic regression problem:

Lpix−wise(T ) = E(s,t)[−tλw · (logσ(T (s)))− (1− t) · log(1−σ(T (s)))], (3)

where T denotes the transformation of transfer network, (s, t) is pair-wise samples where
s∼ psource_domain(s) and t ∼ ptarget_domain(t). σ is sigmoid activation.

Particularly, a weighted parameter λw is introduced into pixel-wise loss for balancing the
ratio of positive(value 0) to negative(value 1) pixels in every typeface style. We add this
trade-off parameter based on the observation that some typefaces are thin (i.e. more negative
pixels) while some may be relatively thick (i.e. more positive pixels). λw is not a parameter
determined by cross validation, it is explicitly defined by:

λw = 1− ∑
K
k=1 ∑

N
n=11

{
tn
k ≥ 0.5

}
∑

K
k=1 ∑

N
n=11

{
tn
k < 0.5

} , (4)

where N the is the resolution of one character image(here N = 64), K denotes the number of
target characters in training set and tn

k denotes the nth pixel value of kth target character.
Hierarchical Adversarial Loss For our proposed HGAN, each adversarial loss is de-

fined by Eq 1 and Eq 2:
Li

adversarial(Di,T ) = Ldi +Lgi . (5)

Noted that here we integrate original t ∼ ptarget(t) and s∼ psource(s) into Eq. 5 for a unified
formulation, then the total adversarial losses is

Ltotal_adversarial(D,T ) =
k

∑
i=1

λi ·Li
adversarial(Di,T ), (6)

where λi are weighted parameters to control the effect of every branch discriminator. The
total loss function is formulated as follows:

Ltotal = λpLpix−wise(T )+λaLtotal_adversarial(D,T ), (7)

where λp and λa are the trade-off parameters.
We optimize transfer network and hierarchical adversarial discriminator by turns.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Data Set
We build a Chinese character data set by downloading large amount of .ttf scripts denoting
different typefaces from the the website http://www.foundertype.com/. After pre-
processing, each typeface ends up with 6000 grey-scale images in 64×64.png format.

3.2 Network Setup
The hyper-parameters relevant to our proposed network are annotated in Fig 2. The content
encoder includes 8 conv-layers while the hierarchical generator is more deeper including
4 transform-conv layers and 8 con-layers. Every conv and deconv are followed by Conv-
BatchNorm(BN) [5]-ELU [2]/ReLU structure. 4 skip connections are used on mirror layers
both in encoder and staged-decoder. For the trade-off parameters in Section 2.3, λw is deter-
mined by Eq 4. The number of adversarial loss of HAN l is 4 and weighted parameter {λi}3

1
is decay from 1 to 0.5 with rate 0.9, λ4 = 1.0. λp and λa are both set to 1.0 to weight the
pixel loss and adversarial loss.

3.3 Performance Comparison
To validate the proposed HGAN model, we experimentally compare the transfer performance
of HGAN with two specialized Chinese calligraphy synthesis method (AEGG [11] and
EMD [23]), a state-of-the-art supervised image-to-image transformation method (Pix2Pix [6])
and an unsupervised image-to-image transformation method (CycleGAN [25])
Qualitatively Performance All baselines except CycleGAN need pair the generated images
with corresponding ground-truths for training. The transfer network of Pix2Pix shares the
identical framework with that in our HGAN(see Fig 2) and the network architecture used
in AEGG follows the instructions of their paper with some tiny adjustment for dimension
adaptation. 50%(3̃000) characters randomly selected from FS typeface as well as 50% cor-
responding target style characters selected from other handwriting-style typefaces are used
as training set. The remaining 50% of FS typefaces is used for testing. We illustrate experi-
mental results by transferring FS typeface to other 5 personal Chinese handwriting-style(see
Fig 3). Both AEGG and Pix2Pix can capture coarse style of handwriting, however in test
set, they failed to synthesize recognizable characters because most strokes in generated char-
acter are disordered even chaotic. While we observed that both of them perform well on
training set but far worse on test set, which suggests the proposed hierarchical adversar-
ial loss makes our model less prone to over-fitting in some degree. Experimental results
demonstrate HGAN is superior in generating detailed component of characters so that it sig-
nificantly outperforms previous work, especially on transferring cursive handwriting style.

We also compare the our HGAN with the most state-of-the-art Chinese typeface trans-
formation model: EMD [23], a generalized style transfer framework which can even be
generalized to new unseen style by separating style and content of the specified typeface.
Actually, HGAN and EMD are two different learning pattern: HGAN encodes the fixed
style-information in the network, while EMD dynamically encodes the style-information in
the network according to the inputted target typeface denoting the specified style. For a fair
comparison, we evaluate the performance of both EMD and HGAN on the training type-
faces. Fig 4 shows us they perform equally well on legible typeface, while HGAN captures
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more accurate style and more subtle stroke detail than EMD in cursive handwriting style.
Quantitative Evaluation. Beyond directly illustrating qualitative results of comparison ex-
periments, two quantitative measurements: Root Mean Square Error(RMSE) and Average
Pixel Disagreement Ration [9](APDR) are utilized as evaluation criterion. As shown in
Table 1, our HGAN leads to the lowest RMSE and APDR value compared with existing
methods.

Model FS→hw1 FS→hw2 FS→hw3 FS→hw4

RMSE APDR RMSE APDR RMSE APDR RMSE APDR

AEGG [11] 22.671 0.143 28.010 0.211 24.083 0.171 22.110 0.131
Pix2Pix [6] 29.731 0.231 27.117 0.225 26.580 0.187 24.135 0.180
CycleG [25] 29.602 0.253 29.145 0.234 28.845 0.241 25.632 0.191
EMD [23] 21.435 0.163 25.230 0.207 25.190 0.180 22.005 0.130
HAN(strong) 19.498 0.118 23.303 0.181 22.266 0.162 19.528 0.110

Table 1: Quantitative Measurements

3.4 Analysis of Hierarchical Generative Adversarial Loss
We analyze each adversarial loss, {Ldi}4

i=1 and {Lgi}4
i=1, defined in Section 2.2. As shown in

Fig 5, the generator loss gen_4 produced by the last conv-layer in hierarchical discriminator
fluctuates greatly and then gen_3 produced by the penultimate layer, {gen_2,gen_1} pro-
duced by shallower conv-layers are relatively gentle because λ4 is set larger than {λi}3

i=1 so
that network mainly optimizes gen_4. However for discriminator loss, {dis_4,dis_3,dis_1}
derived from D4, D3,D1 are mostly numerical approach. We further observed that the trend
of increase or reduction among various discriminator losses are not always consistent. We
experimentally conclude that adversarial losses produced by intermediate layers can assist
training: when D4 is severely cheated by real/fake characters, D3 or D2 or D1 can still give a
high confidence of differentiating, which means True/False discrimination based on different
representations can be compensated each other(see Fig 5 for more details) during training.
Our hierarchical adversarial discriminator actually plays an implicitly role of fitting distribu-
tion from two domains instead of fitting hidden features from paired images to be identical
compared with existing methods, which can relieve over-fitting during training.

We further explore the influence brought by our hierarchical adversarial loss. By remov-
ing the effect of hierarchical architecture from our HGAN model, we run another contrast
experiment, Single Generative Adversarial Network (SGAN). The detail of network follows
Fig 2 and we set trade-off parameters λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.5 and λ4 = 1 in loss function of
HGAN, while we set λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0, λ4 = 1 as well as cutting off the data flow of T1,
T2 for SGAN in order to remove the influence of extra 3 adversarial losses and hierarchical
generator. Characters generated during different training period are illustrated in Fig 7 from
which we can see qualitative effect of proposed hierarchical GAN. Our proposed HGAN
generates more clear characters compared with SGAN at the same phase of training period,
which suggests HGAN converge greatly faster than SGAN. We also run 3 parallel typeface-
transfer experiments then calculate RMSE along with the iterations of training on train set.
Left loss-curves in Fig 7 demonstrates that hierarchical adversarial architecture assists to
accelerate convergence and leads to lower RMSE value.
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Transfer FS-typeface to 5 personal handwriting-styles typeface

Figure 3: Performance of transferring FS typeface (Source) to other 5 personal handwriting-
style typefaces. We compare our HGAN with a specialized model proposed for Chinese
typeface transformation: AEGG [18] and a state-of-the-art image-to-image transformation
model: Pix2Pix [6].
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Figure 4: Performance of transferring FS typeface (Source) to other 3 personal handwriting-
style typefaces. Our HGAN performs as well as EMD [23] on legible typeface (top column),
while HGAN greatly performs better than EMD on cursive typefaces (middle and bottom
columns).
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3.5 Impact of Training Set Size
Last, we experiment at least how many handwriting characters should be given in training to
ensure a satisfied transfer performance. So we experiment three typeface-transfer tasks(type-
1, type-2 and type-3) with different proportion of training samples and then evaluate on each
same test set. As the synthesized characters shown in Fig ??, the performance improves
along with increase size of training samples. RMSE evaluation curves suggest when the
training size is not less than 35%(2000 samples) of whole dataset, the performance will not
be greatly improved.

3.6 Character Restoration and Image Style Transfer
As illustrated in Fig 6, we also applied our HGAN model to character restoration and art-style
transfer for natural images. We randomly mask 30% region on every handwriting characters
in one typeface’s training set and our HGAN is able to correctly reconstruct the missing part
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Figure 7: Contrast experiments for HGAN and SGAN. Left: Characters generated by HGAN
are far more better than that by SGAN in same training epoch. HGAN converge row shows
characters generated when our HGAN model converges. Right: The RMSE evaluation loss
along with the training iterations under HGAN and SGAN which shows HGAN leads to
more lower value than SGAN.

of one character on test set. HGAN also obtains good performance on art-style transfer.
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HAN 
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Ground
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Figure 8: Performance of character restoration (Left) and art-style transfer (Right).

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical generative adversarial network for typeface trans-
formation. The proposed hierarchical generator and hierarchical adversarial discriminator
can dynamically estimate the consistency of two domains from different-level perceptual
representations, which helps our HGAN converge faster and better. Experimental results
show our HGAN can synthesize most handwriting-style typeface compared with existing
natural image-to-image transformation methods. Additionally, our HGAN can be applied to
handwriting character restoration.
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